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Abstract

Clustering is a fundamental task, in particular to analyse potential and free energy landscapes in
molecular science. In this survey, I review the key properties of three remarkable clustering algorithms
(k-means ++, persistence-based clustering, and spectral clustering) with a double perspective. The
first one is the specification of the main mathematical and algorithmic properties of the algorithms; the
second one is the relevance of these methods for structural, thermodynamic, and kinetic analysis. Doing
so provides a unique opportunity to mention important connexions between optimization, graph theory,
geometry, and theoretical biophysics.

1 Introduction
Levinthal’s paradox, complexity, and computer science. The folding of a protein or the formation
of a protein complex raises a conundrum known as Levinthal’s paradox: despite an exponential number
of conformations, Nature finds the native states in a time frame incompatible with an exhaustive search.
From the biophysical standpoint, Levinthal’s paradox asks why and how biomolecules are such fast structure
seekers; from the computational complexity standpoint, it asks which computational problem is being solved
in such a short time scale.

This conundrum was at the heart of the Biogeometry project, which developed in the USA at the turn
of the century. Its rationale was to promote collaborations between molecular science (protein science in
particular) and computer science. The inception of the project was rooted in seminal works by Richards on
atomic packing properties [1] and Janin on the description of protein - protein interfaces [2]. These works
were relying on geometric algorithms such as Voronoi diagrams [3] and later α-shapes [4], which proved
optimal compute molecular surfaces and volumes. With the participation of M. Levitt, the Biogeometry
project also touched on dynamics, raising difficult questions early identified [5]. In 2013, Levitt, Karplus
and Warshel were indeed awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry for the development of multiscale models for
complex chemical systems, including force fields and associated mathematical models.

Dynamics and Energy Landscapes. It is in this context, rocked between geometric algorithms on
the one hand, and applications to molecular science on the other hand, that I attended the 2010 edition
of the Energy landscape workshop organized in Chemnitz, on the recommendation of Christian Müller, a
Swiss colleague by then at ETH 1. The soccer World Cup was certainly providing opportunities for good
discussions–especially regarding the strike of the French team, a state of affairs which fortunately changed
in 2018. More importantly, on the scientific agenda, I was immediately struck by this small and vibrant
group, whose main concerns were revolving around entropy, free energy, density of states, and the like. I was
pushed out of my comfort zone, and Energy Landscapes became one of my favorite meetings, progressively
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contributing to strengthen my understanding of the connexions between structure, thermodynamics, and
kinetics. By decoupling structure, thermodynamics and kinetics [6, 7], energy landscapes indeed provide a
route of choice to get insights in Levinthal’s paradox. Also, by splitting complex problems into simpler ones,
this framework opens the door to the design of more efficient algorithms and their mathematical analysis.

In these meetings, Christian Schön has been acting as an outstanding (scientific) entertainer, if I may say,
with his endless curiosity and questions helping less knowledgeable attendees to further their understanding.
This mini-survey is meant to foster this curiosity on one particular topic: clustering and some of its connexions
in theoretical biophysics.

Energy landscapes and clustering. A central concept when studying energy landscapes is that of
basin [8], [6]. From the differential geometry standpoint, given a so-called Morse function, a basin is defined
as the stable manifold of the negative gradient vector fields [9], that is, those points flowing to the minimum
along the integral curves of the negative gradient vector field.

From the computational standpoint, characterizing basins is a fundamental endeavor often undertaken
using clustering algorithms. In a nutshell, given a set of data points (also called observations), together with a
pairwise distance (or similarity) measure, clustering consists of forming homogeneous groups of observations.
This short survey reviews three remarkable such algorithms, and discusses connexions with the study of
basins, from the structural (Sec. 2), thermodynamic (Sec. 3), and kinetic standpoint (Sec. 4). Finally,
Section 5 discusses molecular distances / similarities which can be used for clustering biomolecules.

2 k-means and k-means++

Intuition. As just said, a natural way to define clusters is in terms of homogeneous groups of data points.
If one assigns one representative point to each cluster (not necessarily a data point), the homogeneity can be
assessed by the variance of distances between points in the cluster and the cluster representative. Finding
clusters minimizing the sum of cluster variances yields the k-means algorithm.

The technique. k-means is best explained for observations in the usual d-dimensional Euclidean space.
For a predefined number of clusters k, the problem consists of forming a partition of the data set into k
clusters C1, . . . , Ck. Each cluster is associated with a center ci – the representative point in the previous
paragraph, and each data sample is assigned to its nearest center. Initially, one chooses the k centers at
random amongst the data points, and assigns each data point to its nearest center. This presentation entails
that a clustering is implicitly defined by the Voronoi diagram [3] of the centers. (Recall that the Voronoi
diagram is the partition of the plane induced by the equivalence relationship have the same nearest center.)

To further our understanding, recall that given a finite point set in Rd, the point (which in general is not
a data point) minimizing the sum of squared distances to the data points is the so-called center of mass. In
k-means, the center of each cluster is its center of mass, which is why k-means aims at finding the partition
minimizing the functional

Φk =
∑

i=1,...,k

∑
xj∈Ci

∥xj − ci∥2 . (1)

From the combinatorial standpoint, assigning n points to k clusters yields kn possibilities, but this
gross enumeration contains clusterings with empty clusters. A sharper analysis shows that the number of
partitions into k nonempty clusters is given by the so-called Stirling number of second kind, which, for fixed
k, behaves as kn/k!. Getting further insights into the complexity of the problem requires discussing whether
the values of d and k are fixed or not. (I) Assume d and k are fixed. As noted above, a k-means clustering
is implicitly defined by the Voronoi diagram of the k centers in the d-dimensional space. By enumerating
all such partitions and computing the functional of Eq. (1), one solves k-means exactly. It turns out that
the maximum number of possible partitions of n data points generated by the Euclidean Voronoi diagram
is O(nO(dk)) [10], so that k-means is solvable in polynomial time. (II) Assume now that n and d are free,
but k = 2 is fixed. Then, using a reduction constructing instances of 2-means with n points in dimension
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d = 2n, it has been shown that k-means is NP-hard [11]. (III) Finally, with d = 2, assume that n and k are
free–that is there is no bound on k which can be linear in n. Then planar k-means is also NP-hard [12].

From a practical standpoint, the previous insights do not provide a general effective procedure. Forty
years back, Lloyd invented the eponymous iterations scheme to solve this problem [13]. Having selected at
random an initial set of k centers, the process consists of iterating two steps: (i) ascribe each data point to
its nearest center, (ii) recompute the center of mass of each cluster. The process halts when the clusters are
stable.

The outcome naturally depends on the initial choice of seeds–it is a random variable–and no information
is provided with respect to the optimal value of Φk, denoted ΦOPT . In this context, a tour de force has been
the design of the smart seeding strategy which consists of ensuring that the initial centers are correctly placed
in the unknown clusters, yielding the k-means++ algorithm. This is achieved by biasing the choice of initial
seeds using the squared distance between the points themselves [14]. (For a review of seeding strategies, see
also [15].) The expected outcome is qualified by the following theorem, whose proof requires computing the
expectation of the random variable given by Eq. (1) on all possible initial choices of the seeds:

E [Φ] ≤ 8(ln k + 2)ΦOPT . (2)

Remarkably, this result is not a consequence of Lloyd iterations, but instead of a choice of the initial random
seeds. In practice, state-of-the-art implementations of k-means++, e.g. that of Sci-kit-learn run say 10
instances of k-means, and retain the best result.

As a final comment, we note that (in practice!) k-means or k-means++ require a predefined number of
clusters k. Increasing k yields a decrease of Φk. The usual strategy to choose a good k consists of plotting the
elbow cure, namely Φk as a function of k. A bent in this curve means that adding clusters is not beneficial
anymore.

Connexion to energy landscapes. k-means solely focuses on geometric distances to the cluster centers.
and promotes rather isotropic clusters, which may not be pertinent to define basins. One possible solution
to this problem consists of running k-means twice, by varying the number of clusters, and to seek a corre-
spondence between the clusters of these two clusterings–using the D-family-matching matching algorithm
developed in [16]. Doing so indeed aggregates clusters into meta-clusters whose geometry may be a better
approximation of that of basins. For example, one obtains information such as “the union of clusters Ai and
Aj and Ak from clustering one matches the union of clusters Bl and Bm from clustering two”. Neverthe-
less, with a focus on the geometric consistency, k-means is therefore best suited for structural analysis. An
important application has been the design of states in Markov state models [17].

Software. k-means++ is available in a number of software suites, e.g. scikit-learn https://scikit-learn.
org/stable/. The implementation in the Structural Bioinformatics Library https://sbl.inria.fr is
generic and makes it possible to run k-means++ for unit vectors on the d-dimensional spheres, as required
by spectral clustering (see below).

Notes. An original approach to k-means consists of seeking the coordinates of the k centers minimizing Φk,
in which case k-means becomes an optimization problem in Rdkd [18]. This approach has the advantage of
providing insights on the landscape of solutions, encoded in a disconnectivity graph (DG) [6], as intuitively,
almost equivalent clusterings are found in funnels of the DG. However, I am not aware of any theoretical
result in this setting.

As stressed above, k-means uses centers of masses (c.o.m.) of the original points, which in general are not
data points. This can be an issue as the c.o.m. may not even live in the same space. For example, the c.o.m.
of points on a circle is not in general located on this circle. In all generality, the c.o.m. of points in a general
metric space (e.g. a manifold equipped with a Riemannian metric) is the so-called Fréchet mean [19, 20].
Computing accurately such c.o.m. is in general challenging. The case of angular data, which is of interest in
molecular science to model torsion angles, has recently been handled in [21]. The version of k-means using
data points as representatives (instead of c.o.m.) is known a k-medoids [22].
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3 Persistence-based clustering
Intuition. A classical problem for geographers is to properly define peaks on a mountain. In principle,
any modest rock on a mountain trail could define a peak since it is a local maximum of the elevation,
but this lack common sense. To avoid such outcomes, a proper definition of peaks usually involves two
criteria [23]: the prominence (the flying distance to a taller local maximum), and the culminance (the
elevation drop to a local minimum connected to a higher local maximum). These notions have been used to
design clustering methods as well. Intuitively, one can define a probability density estimate in the data space
by locally counting the neighboring data points of a point. If properly filtered out using culminance and/or
prominence, the attraction basins of the retained local maxima of this estimated density define clusters. Let
us now review more specifically methods following this spirit.

The popular algorithm DBSCAN [24] defines clusters using core points (data point with a predefined
number of neighbors within a ball of fixed radius) which are mutually reachable. To relieve these two
fixed thresholds, a more general model consists of assuming that the points have an underlying probability
density, in which case a cluster can be defined as the attraction basin of each local maxima (modes) of this
density [25]. The corresponding algorithm is known as mean shift, or mode seeking, and various variants have
been used in molecular science [26]. In the sequel, we present a more elaborate version relying on topological
persistence [27], a technique developed in the context of geometric and topological inference [28].

The technique. Let us now make two more assumptions about the data. First, we assume that the
samples xi form the vertices of a graph. One typically uses a nearest neighbor graph (NNG), connecting a
sample to a predefined number of neighbors, or to all samples within a given distance radius. Second, we
assume that each sample has an elevation or height, defining a landscape. For clustering, the height is the
estimated density at the sample, obtained from say a kernel density estimate. Then, the attraction basin of
each such local maximum defines a cluster. When samples represent molecular conformations, the height is
in general a potential (or free) energy. Then, clusters correspond to the attraction basin of local minima. To
present a coherent treatment of both cases, negating the estimate of the density, we focus in the sequel on
local minima and their attraction basins.

With these two assumptions, the steepest edge connecting a sample xi to one of its neighbors can be used
to estimate the (negative) gradient of the height function, called the pseudo-gradient in the sequel. Using the
pseudo-gradient, one obtains a generalization of the continuous world: a sample whose neighbors in the NNG
are all above (resp. below) is termed a local minimum (resp. maximum); under suitable conditions (to avoid
degeneracies such as monkey saddles), a sample with neighbors above and below is termed a saddle point. To
assign points to basins of local minima, one processes points by increasing elevation, and for each point which
is not a saddle point, iteratively follows the pseudo-gradient to end up in a local minimum. The persistence
of a basin is the elevation rise between the height of its minimum, and that of the lowest saddle connecting
to a deeper basin. This is also called the barrier height in biophysics. Considering all basins, the 2D scatter
plot whose x-axis (resp y-axis) is the birth date (resp. the height of the saddle defining the persistence) is
the so-called persistence diagram (PD). In the PD, points near the diagonal define topological noise, while
points away from the diagonal define significant basins. In the context of clustering, the structure of the PD
has been characterized under suitable assumptions [27].

Connexion to energy landscapes. The key strength of this method is that the PD provides a natural
way to infer a suitable number of persistent local minima (for basins) or local maxima (for clusters). For
classical clustering applications, one expects in general a small number of clusters. In molecular science,
the barrier heights typically vary continuously [29], in which case one may count the number of basins as a
function of persistence, a natural way to assess ruggedness.

Once the number of significant basins has been decided, the landscape is easily simplified using the so-
called Union-Find algorithm [30]. Moreover, the simplification allows retaining the connexions between the
critical points (minima, saddle points) corresponding to persistent basins only [31]. These connexions are of
special interest in particular when using Arrhenius’ law. A clear limitation of persistence-based clustering,
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though, is that the analysis relies solely on energy barriers. Neither the shape of basins nor transition
probabilities between basins are taken into account.

Software. Persistence-based clustering is available in the Gudhi library for Topological Data Analysis
https://gudhi.inria.fr/index.html, as well as in the Structural Bioinformatics Library https://sbl.
inria.fr, which also features the methods presented in [32].

Notes. The computation of a NNG is an interesting problem in itself, if one wishes to avoid the quadratic
cost associated to the inspection of every single pair of data points. For Euclidean distance, one can use
kd-trees or random projection trees (RP trees) [33]. For metrics not associated to an embedding, that is,
when one gets pairwise distances but cannot use coordinates to split the ambient space, the generalization
of kd-trees and RP trees are known as metric trees [34].

4 Spectral clustering
Intuition. Spectral clustering is tightly connected to two classical problems in graph theory. The first is
community detection: loosely speaking, a community in a graph is a set of nodes highly interconnected, but
with few connexions to other nodes outside that community. The second one is the notion of cut. Given a
graph, a cut is a partition of the vertices into two subsets, obtained by removing selected edges. A maximum
cut is such that its size is at least the size of any other cut, and a cut is balanced if the two subsets have
comparable sizes. In short, spectral clustering is a set of techniques aiming at finding communities based on
spectral properties of the so-called graph Laplacian, and the outcome provides provably good approximations
of graph cuts [35].

The technique. Assume that the samples xi form the vertices of a graph, e.g. a NNG graph. Let us
also assume that edges carry positive weights wij ≥ 0. Without any a-priori assumption, uniform weights
wij = 1 are used. In a geometric setting, one may use

wij = exp(−∥xi − xj∥2 /(2ε2)), (3)

with ε a scale parameter. The graph is non-directed so that weights are symmetric, and the corresponding
matrix is denoted W . Define the generalized degree di of a node as the sum over its neighbors of the weights
wij , and let D be the corresponding diagonal matrix. The graph Laplacian is the matrix L = D −W . This
matrix has remarkable properties. One of them states that if the graph has k connected components, the
eigenspace associated with the eigenvalue 0 is the set of indicator vectors for the connected components. Two
quantities related to L are the normalized Laplacian Lsym. = D−1/2LD−1/2, and the random walk Laplacian
Lrw = D−1L.

One remarkable spectral clustering algorithm to obtain k clusters is as follows [36]. First, compute
the eigenvalues Lsym. and sort them by increasing value. Retain the eigenvectors associated with the k
smallest eigenvalues and form the corresponding n × k matrix by truncating these vectors to their first k
coordinates. Normalize the rows of this matrix, so that each row now represents a unit vector on the unit
(k−1)-dimensional sphere Sk−1. (NB: intuitively, each such vector is the indicator vector indicating to which
cluster the row/point belongs to.) Then, run k-means (or better k-means++) on these vectors. Remarkably,
for k = 2, the result provides an approximation of the NP-hard problem max cut–via a so-called relaxation.

The previous algorithm also has an interpretation in terms of random walk. To see how, define the
random walk / Markov chain on the aforementioned weighted graph as follows: starting from a given node,
say xi, the walker moves to one of its neighbors xj which is chosen according to the probability mass function
{wij/di}. The corresponding transition matrix is P = D−1W = I − Lrw. Because of the previous equality,
λ is an eigenvalue of Lrw with eigenvector for u if and only if 1 − λ is an eigenvalue of P with eigenvector
u. Small eigenvalues of Lsym. or large values of the transition matrix P are thus equivalent to determine
clusters. Using this construction, it can be shown that the random walk can be used to define a cut which
seldom transitions from one vertex set to its complement [35].
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Connexion to energy landscapes. The random walk construction calls for a comment with respect to
the mean first passage time (MFPT) mij , namely the expectation of the time needed to reach node xj when
the random walker starts at xi. Symmetrizing MFPT yields the commute distance cij = mij +mji, namely
the expected time to travel from xi to xj and then back to xi. The commute distance can be computed with
the generalized inverse of the Laplacian L [37], and √

cij is actually an Euclidean distance [38, 39]. In the
limit n → ∞, it has been shown that the commute distance converges to 1/di +1/dj , thus depending on the
local density around the nodes rather than the structure of the graph [40].

Yet another related construction is diffusion maps (DM) [41, 42, 43]. Consider a weight matrix W defined
from a kernel –see Eq. 3. Since wij > 0, the Perron-Frobenius yields eigenvalues 1 = λ1 >| λ2 |≥ . . . | λn |.
The DM is an embedding of each sample xi using the eigenvalues and right eigenvectors of P . Also denote
pt(xj | xi) the probability to reach xj from xi in t steps. Denoting π(xk) the probability of node xk in the
stationary distribution of the Markov chain, the diffusion distance is defined as

D2
t (xi, xj) =

∑
xk

(pt(xk | xi)− pt(xk | xj))
2/π(xk). (4)

As opposed to the commute time, the diffusion distance depends on the parameter t.
The connexion between diffusion maps and Langevin (and Fokker-Planck) equations has been studied

in detail [43]. For data sampled according to the Boltzmann distribution of some potential energy V (x),
the eigenvectors/values of the normalized Laplacian Lsym. correspond to a diffusion process with potential
2V (x). A proper normalization makes it possible to recover a diffusion with potential V (x). This connexion
underlies the application of diffusion maps for the estimation of free energy landscapes [44], and to the design
of collective coordinates [45]. As a final comment, we also note the connexion of the discrete random walk
to its continuous analogous, generally referred to as master equations [46, 6].

Software. The manipulation of Laplacian requires a linear algebra library, and I recommend the C++
library Eigen https://eigen.tuxfamily.org/. The implementation of the spectral clustering exposed
above requires a generic implementation of k-means accommodating points on the unit sphere. As noted
earlier, one such implementation can be found in the Structural Bioinformatics Library.

Notes. A key property of spectral clustering is to be related to a diffusion process sampling Boltzmann
distribution. However, from the computational side, choosing the right bandwidth is an issue–the parameter
ε in Eq. 3, letting alone the manipulation of potentially large matrices. Spectral clustering is related to
nonnegative matrix factorization and [47] and k-means [48]. In the realm of molecular science, for a graph
with unit weights, the Laplacian is also the so-called Kirchhoff matrix. For a molecular model equipped
with springs (elastic network model) it is associated with the calculation of isotropic fluctuations, which
can be made anisotropic using normal modes [49]. Interestingly, spectral clustering applied to a similarity
matrix derived from atomic fluctuations [50] or pairwise atomic contacts [51] yields a very effective strategy
to identify (quasi-)rigid domains in proteins.

5 Additional notes

5.1 Molecular distances
As stated above, any clustering algorithm requires a distance / similarity measures. Let us briefly review
the main options used for biomolecules. The classical distance used when working in Cartesian coordinates
is the least Root Mean Square Deviation (lRMSD), computed from the optimal rigid motion superimposing
the two structures studied [52]. The lRMSD requires an alignment, depends on the alignment length, and
medium values usually convey little information. We note that computing the alignment requires care to
handle molecular symmetries, and is a problem in itself for proteins which do not have the same sequence–see
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e.g. [53]. To counter the difficulties of the lRMSD, one can combine local measures, e.g. the so-called Binet-
Cauchy score [54]. In a similar spirit, for a molecule decomposed into a number of domains, the lRMSD
associated to these domains can be combined as described in [55].

The decomposition of a structure into rigid domains is also relevant in the context of energy landscape ex-
ploration, e.g. to define move sets. The aforementioned Laplacian can also be used to identify globular/rigid
domains within molecules using spectral clustering [50].

5.2 Parametric clustering models
The three clustering methods discussed above do not use any analytical model for the clusters. This limitation
prompted the development of k-subspace clustering methods [56, 57], whose aim is to select a small number
of original coordinates (features) so that clusters are clearly identified in those subspaces. Classical subspace
techniques use a unique predefined cluster model, and need to cope with overfitting. Since richer models
better fit the data (e.g. plane better fits noisy data distributed along a line than the line itself), controlling
the number of model parameters is usually done using criteria such as the Akaike information criterion
(AIC), the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [58], or the Minimum Description Length (MDL) [59]. As
an example, using such a regularization, the method from [60] seeks compact clusters in affine spaces of small
dimension. Such regularized clustering methods are somewhat similar the removal of noisy features using
dimensionality reduction to ease the clustering task [36].

5.3 Comparing clusterings and clustering assessment
Clustering a data set can be done in many ways, by varying the clustering algorithm and its parameters.
Methods to assess and compare clusterings are thus of special interest. In a statistical context, the assessment
of a clustering can be done resorting to a null model [61, 62]. To compare two clusterings irrespective of
a null model, global measures such as Rand index and the mutual information can be used [63, 62]. To
go beyond these global measures and find a one-to-one matching between meta-clusters, one can use the
aforementioned D-family-matching matching algorithm developed in [16].

6 Outlook
The study of energy landscapes is a fundamental endeavor, with far-reaching connexions between (statistical)
physics, complexity theory, and algorithms. Clustering is one algorithmic technique of prime importance,
and I hope this mini-survey will contribute to disseminate some of the key ideas underlying three prominent
clustering methods, and also to leverage the analysis of (bio-)molecular data.

The many editions of the Energy Landscapes I have attended, in Chemnitz (Germany), Obergurgl (Aus-
tria), Durham (UK), Kalamata (Greece), Telluride (US), or Porquerolles (France) have provided unique
opportunities to ponder on such problems. From an epistemological point of view, it is certainly important
to enjoy the output of Artificial Intelligence/Deep Learning methods, for molecules in general, and proteins in
particular. However, I believe it is equally important to keep moving with physical concepts and algorithms
whose complexity is understood, as these are critical contributions to knowledge in terms of interpretable
models.

I am certainly looking forward to more discussions with this small, eclectic, and vibrant community, and
with Christian Schön in particular.

Acknowledgments. I wish to thank the anonymous reviewers and Christian Schön for their suggestions in
improving the manuscript.
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